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3.11 Models of artificial skies 

 

a)Model studies can be used to predict daylight penetration into any building. This is the only reliable 

prediction method in the case of unusual situations, complex geometries or heavily obstructed 

windows. 

b)The artificial sky simulates the standard overcast sky conditions by giving uniform luminance. 

c)There are two basic forms of artificial sky: the hemispherical and the rectangular. 

d)Hemispherical artificial sky is mostly constructed as a diffusely reflective opaque dome       surface, 

illuminated from below, or a translucent dome with lighting mounted behind 

e)The rectangular sky has a luminous ceiling and four strictly vertical walls lined with mirrors. The 

multiple reflections between accurately parallel opposing mirrors give an infinite horizon effect. The 

mirror glass absorption through multiple reflections ensures a luminance distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

Fig:3.11.1- Models of artificial skies 
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Principles of artificial lighting 

 

 Artificial lighting is the lighting which is man-made such as fluorescent, tungsten, sodium 

and mercury vapor lamp etc. 

 Artificial lights are the other sources of light which is developed to compensate for or assist 

the natural light. It will have different frequencies and wavelengths that determine the light 

color. 

 Artificial lighting can be done in three ways: Direct, Semi-direct (or) Reflected and 

Indirect. 

a)Direct light is the undiffused & unfiltered light traveling directly from the light source to the 

subject. Direct light is like full sun on a clear day. 

b)Semi-direct light is the light proceeding from a light source and bouncing off a remote surface and 

reflecting onto an object. Light reflected into an umbrella with a black backing is an example of semi-

direct light. It is visible but brightness will be less. 

c)Indirect light is invisible but it falls on working area. The combination of all these 3 types of 

lighting can be used on any systems. 

 The most common artificial light sources are as follows: 

Incandescent lamp –Light is produced by passing current through a filament (Tungsten). This 

method is considered wasteful as most of the energy entering the lamp leaves it as heat instead of 

visible light. 

Compact fluorescent lamp (CFL) - It was designed as a more efficient replacement for incandescent 

lamp. It is supplied with the fixing system (screw or bayonet). 

Fluorescent tubes - It is the main form of lighting for offices and commercial buildings. They are a 

form of gas discharge lamp. They are covered in a thin glass cylinder. 

Discharge lamps - They work by striking an electrical arc between two electrodes, causing a filter 

gas to give off light. 

Light Emitting Diode (LED) - LEDs use semi-conductors to convert electrical energy directly into 

light. They are only recently becoming available as a light source for lighting purposes. LED torches 

are becoming very popular, as they provide a far longer battery life than other types of light. 
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Supplementary artificial lighting 

There are two forms of artificial lighting as follows: Indoor lighting & Outdoor lighting 

Indoor lighting 

Indoor lighting is usually accomplished using light fixtures (also called Luminaire) and it is a key part 

of interior design. Luminaire is a lighting unit consisting of one or more electric lamps with all of the 

necessary parts and wiring. Light fixtures are classified according to the light function, lamp type and 

installation method. 

Let’s discuss light fixtures based on light function which are further classified according to the 

function of aim of using it. 

a)Ambient lighting (general lighting) –This lighting provides an area with overall illumination. It 

radiates a comfortable level of brightness without glare, and allows us to see and walk safely. It is 

often provided by traditional pendant type fixtures, down lights, ceiling mounted fixtures. Having a 

central source of ambient light in all rooms is fundamental to a good lighting plan. 

b)Task lighting –It is aimed at a specific task. It is a way to provide more light on a specific area to 

perform a task that requires more light than the ambient fixtures can give. 

It can be provided by recessed and tack lighting, pendant lighting and under cabinet lighting, as well 

as portable floor and desk lamps. 

c)Accent lighting –It is also a sort of a directional lighting that adds drama to a place by creating 

visual interest. It is used to draw the eye to houseplants, paintings, sculptures and other prized 

possessions. It is usually provided by recessed and track lighting or wall-mounted picture lights. 

d)Guidance lighting –It is designed to help us see our way safely. The light in your closet,light near 

door bell, night lights, path lighting and motion lights are good examples of informational lighting. 

e)Decorative lighting –It is used to decorate the interior of a room or auditorium. Light strips, 

pendants, chandeliers are examples of light fixtures that draw attention and add beauty to the place. 

 

 


